By thermodynamic considerations a new formula connecting the tensile strength of an isotropic body with its melting energy and Poisson's elastic constant is developed and found in good agreement with experiments.
Problem op the paper
I t is well known that attem pts to calculate the tensile strength of crystals by means of the lattice theory have failed as yet: the tensile strength, calculated in this way, is about one hundred times larger than the actual value of this quantity, determined by experiments (Born 1923 , Zwicky 1923 . Recently M. Born and myself (1940) tried a more rigorous treatm ent of this problem by formulating the stability conditions of a cubic crystal, under a certain stress in the direction of one of the axes, for any small homogeneous deformation. One gets a number of inequalities which must all be satisfied if the lattice is to be stable. If the stress is increased, a certain critical value will be reached a t which a t least one of the stability conditions will break down. This critical value of the stress is supposed to be the tensile strength. But the numerical calculations on the basis of this theory for a faced-centred lattice, under a special assump tion about the forces between the atoms, give a result not essentially different from the former ones. Breaking should take place when a relative increase of length of about 25% is reached, whereas the experimental value is about 0*3%, so that the theoretical value of the tensile strength is about 80 times larger than the experimental value. For the tensile strength F one gets approximately 0-3 S pw here S is the sub per unit of mass and p the density. This result is also incorrect. The v of the tensile strength calculated in this way are far too large.
The lack of success of the former attempts to calculate the tensile strength from a pure atomistic theory has long ago led many physicists (see Schmidt and Boas 1935, p. 284) to believe that the usual experiments do not give the real values of the tensile strength, because of the imper fections of the real crystals, such as small holes and cracks, which could [ 217 ] considerably diminish their strength. Several attem pts have been made (Schmidt and Boas 1935, p. 271) to perform the experiments under such conditions as to compensate for these defects. B ut the results of these experiments are not very convincing, and the whole conception of the 'apparent' and the 'real' strength is very unsatisfactory and improbable. In a recent paper M. Bom (1939) has developed a theory of the melting of crystals based upon principles very similar to those which are used for the treatment of the breaking of crystals mentioned above. He calculates the density of free energy of the crystal a t a certain temperature and a certain uniform pressure over which an arbitrary small deformation is superposed. From this the conditions for the stability of the lattice for such deformations can easily be derived, and it is postulated th a t melting should take place when at least one of these conditions is violated. The results of this theory are in good agreement with the experimental facts, as regards the absolute value of the melting temperature and its depend ence on the pressure. This suggests the existence of a close relation between the phenomena of melting and breaking. According to Bom's theory, melting is nothing else than a breaking due to the action of the heat movement of the atom s; or putting it the other way round, breaking is nothing else than melting enforced by the action of the external forces. So it might further be suggested th at the tensile strength should rather be connected with the heat of melting than the heat of sublimation per unit of volume, as predicted by the lattice theory. And indeed, comparing the experimental values, one can see immediately th a t they are of the same order of magnitude. This fact was the starting point for the following considerations which have led, as will be shown, to a formula relating the tensile strength of an isotropic body with the heat of melting per unit of volume, in good agreement with the experiments.
Method of thermodynamical, treatment
In order to simplify the main idea of the thermodynamical treatm ent of the problem as far as possible, consider an ideal homogeneous and isotropic material, completely elastic and with no plasticity. Let an arbi trarily shaped piece of this material of volume V be stressed by outside forces. If these forces are increased gradually, a stage will be reached a t last where cracks or holes are formed inside the body so th a t breaking will follow immediately. Let V + S V be the volume of the body j stage has been reached, and let u + Su be the potential energy per unit volume. When the holes or cracks have been formed, the m atter outside the holes must again take the original density and the original volume F (since it has been supposed th a t breaking follows immediately, i.e. th a t the strain vanishes), and the energy density will reduce to u. Let u0 be the energy density inside the holes. The conservation of energy requires th a t the equation
must be satisfied. As s = u0 -u obviously is the energy of sublimation pe unit volume, and as this quantity is large compared with
(1) can be rewritten as follows:
where U is the potential energy of the elastic forces, accumulated in the whole body just before it is broken. Equation (2) means th a t this breaking should occur if the energy U is sufficient to 'sublimate' the m atter in a volume £F. On the other hand, the maximum stress F will be of the order of magnitude U j8V; thus, from (2) it follows th a t (p density, S heat of sublimation per unit mass)
which expresses th a t the breaking strength should be of the order of magnitude s, the sublimation energy per unit volume, and corresponds therefore with the result of the rigorous treatm ent on the basis of the lattice theory, mentioned in § 1. The reason for the incorrectness of the relation (3) is clear. Actually, the m atter in the volume £F will 'm elt' long before it could be sublimated, namely, when the energy U has reached the value 8Vq, where q is the melting energy per unit of volume. Indeed, when this stage is reached, the mattfer inside 8V must loose its rigidity completely, i.e. the body behaves exactly as if this volume consisted of holes or cracks, and therefore breaking will take place. Hence, the relations (2) and (3) have to be replaced by
and
where Q is the melting energy per unit of mass. Equation (3') is identical with the suggestion expressed in § 1, and is in agreement with the ex perimental facts.
D erivation of a formula for the tensile strength
Having laid down in § 2 the general idea of the thermodynamical treatment of this problem, the actual calculation of the tensile strength of the supposed ideal material can now be begun. Consider a rod of length l of such a material, stressed by a force per unit cross-section. Let Young's modulus be denoted by E and Poisson's constant by fi. Then l will be increased by 81 according to -= -, 
The increase of potential energy will be
Inserting from (5) and (6) into the fundamental equation (2'), we get immediately the critical value of the stress X , i.e. the tensile strength F :
Although the formula (7) is in far better agreement with the experiments (as will be shown later) than any other theoretical formula for F given before, it cannot be correct. The reason is, th a t in the foregoing calculation we have not accounted for the potential energy accumulated in the device which is used for the production of the stress, e.g. a spring or a weight. The situation is analogous to th at in the thermodynamics of equilibrium between two states. Here, if the volume of the system under consideration is kept constant, the equilibrium is maintained if the free energy in the two states is equal. But if the volume is not constant during the transition so that work is done by the outside forces, this equilibrium condition has to be replaced by another condition accounting for this work. If, for example, the pressure is kept constant, the work done by the outside forces equals p • A V, where A V is the change of volume by the transition from to the other, and accounting for this work one has to replace the free energy by the 'thermodynamic potential' in the equilibrium condition. In our case the problem how to formulate the equilibrium condition cor rectly is even more complicated, because after the rupture a part of the potential energy of the breaking device will certainly be transformed into the kinetic energy of the movement of the pieces and the rest of the energy possibly might have been used for the breaking itself.
The best way to overcome these difficulties is to invent a suitable mechanism which automatically avoids the broken pieces being moved, and which therefore allows for the exact energy balance. I t is clear th a t the broken pieces can be stopped from moving only if certain forces are exerted on them. In order to make the final state after the rupture a real thermodynamic equilibrium, these forces must further have the form of a uniform pressure. If a model can be constructed which satisfies all these conditions, the energy balance can be made without difficulty, and one can be sure that the relation for the breaking strength derived from this particular model can be applied generally, just as a thermodynamic formula, derived by considering a special model, can be applied in any other case.
Tensile strength of isotropic bodies
The following model fulfils all that is required. I t consists of a closed box A (see figure 1) with absolutely rigid walls, and a cylinder B of the same kind in which the two pistons C can be moved. The pistons are connected with the rod D by absolutely rigid pieces E, and they are pressed apart by the spring F, so that the rod is stressed. The whole space between the box and the cylinder is filled with an incompressible liquid in which the pressure is zero when the stress equals F. By passing this value the rod will break and immediately afterwards the pistons will exert the pressure F on the liquid, and therefore the same pressure F will also act on the pieces of D. At the same time their very slight motion will be stopped at once, and the kinetic energy of the system during the whole process will be negligibly small. Now the potential energy of the rod before the rupture is, just as before, given by equation (6). But after the breaking the rod is compressed by the same pressure F, giving rise to a potential energy
where k is the compressibility. This quantity is connected with E and fi by the relation 3(1-2/*).
thus (8) takes the form
The energy disposable for the process of melting equals U -U' plus the work A done by the slight movement of the pistons after the rupture, which is equal to the pressure F times the whole change of volume of the rod material. Since the volume of the pieces under the pressure F is equal to
L. J one gets from (5) (with X = F )and
Hence, from (6), (10), (12),
According to w hat has been said before, the expression (13) is to be used in equation (2') instead of U. Thus using (5') we get in * -* > £ : < 4 * * * * * * * * * 1 4 > which differs from (7) only by the factor -----.
Discussions of experimental conditions
To check the theoretical relations (7) or (14) with the experimental data, one has to be very careful since these relations apply directly only to the supposed idealized material. Real materials differ from these ideal ones in several im portant points.
(1) No real material is completely homogeneous. There is first the in homogeneity due to the complex atomic structure of the crystal-lattice of a chemical compound. I t can be avoided by only considering pure elements. There is further the inhomogeneity due to the imperfections of the real lattices. They will be most prominent in poly crystalline materials, but even single crystals are never free from imperfections due to wrong positions of a few atoms or empty places in the lattice. Since any such imperfection of the material will undoubtedly diminish its strength (as has been mentioned in § 1), one would expect the breaking strength of single crystals to be much larger than th a t of poly crystals. But experimental facts are to the contrary. I shall give the explanation of this fact a little later, but it is quite obvious from the facts alone th a t we should be wrong in using the values of the tensile strength obtained by experiments with single crystals for checking the theoretical formulae, and th a t the values obtained for poly crystalline samples must be used.
(2) A further cause of inhomogeneity is the heat movement of the atoms, which gives rise to local fluctuations of density. I t is clear th at this pheno menon must have an effect similar to th at of structural imperfections, dimin ishing therefore the strength of the material with increasing temperature. Experiments indeed show a strong dependence of tensile strength on the temperature in this sense. For checking the theory one must therefore use the values of the tensile strength for zero temperature where thermal fluctuations vanish. This also follows from a purely phenomenological point of view by the fact th at no account has been taken of thermal expansion in the present theory.
(3) There is no real isotropic material. In order to check the theory one must therefore choose substances a t least behaving like isotropic ones. Metals in the usual polycrystalline form which have not been worked satisfy this and the former conditions and are therefore suitable for our purpose.
(4) This theory supposes an ideal, completely elastic material, i.e. a material behaving like an elastic system up to the breaking point. Actually every solid submitted to the action of a stress will undergo a plastic defor mation long before the breaking stress is reached. This is a consequence of the 'slip' movement along certain planes in the interior of the crystals. In a perfect single crystal, uniformly stressed precisely in the direction of one of the axes, no slip could occur by reasons of symmetry. Such con ditions, however, are never realized, and therefore the slip movement begins almost suddenly on passing a certain critical stress. During the subsequent large non-elastic deformation of the sample the stress can be increased within relatively narrow limits only, until the rupture takes place. The measured tensile strength of a single crystal will therefore be considerably smaller than the strength to be expected by theoretical considerations which make no account of the slip motion.
In a sample with a polycrystalline structure slip movement will take place in a large number of crystallites at different times and therefore the region of elastic deformation goes over continuously into the region of plastic deformation. Accordingly the stress increases uniformly with the deformation up to the maximum value, where the 'creep' o f the sample begins which is followed by the rupture. Each single slip motion goes only for a very short distance, and its result is not a strong disturbance of the structure as in the case of a single crystal but, on the contrary, the formation of better contact between neighbouring crystallites, and therefore an increase in strength almost to the value expected for a material without imperfections.
It is true that a sample of a material which undergoes a large plastic deformation during the process of stretching will not work in a model mechanism such as proposed in § 3. But since the deformation of the rod does not appear in the resulting formulae (7) and (14), which contain only the maximum stress F, these relations can properly be used for the real material, provided only th at the measured maximum stress is sufficiently close to the ideal tensile strength, which seems to be very likely for the foregoing reasons.
Comparison between theory and experiments
The discussion of § 4 shows the right way to test the theory: the values of the tensile strength of pure poly crystalline and unworked metals, measured at very low temperatures, must be compared with the values calculated from the measured quantities Q, p and p of these substances by means of one of the formulae (7) or (14).
Actually no measurements of tensile strength have been made as yet at very low temperatures, but for a number of substances the dependence of F on T is fairly well known over a range of temperatures so as to make possible an extrapolation of F to zero temperature with an accuracy sufficient for the present purpose. The figures for Al, Cu, Fe, Ni, Pb, Sn, Zn were taken from a table in Landolt-Bornstein (1927) der Physik 1928) shows th at the increase of strength due to the former tre a t ment of the metals is almost the same as the increase due to the cooling, which is very plausible indeed. It therefore seems permissible to use the figures given for cold stretched samples of the three metals mentioned above, given in a table in the
Handbuch der Physik
The values of F for ten of the most common metals determined in the way just explained are given in the second column of table 1. Con sidering the inexactness of the experimental methods, the large influence of mechanical and thermal treatm ent of the samples on their strength, and the uncertainty of the extrapolation, the possible error of these values is certainly considerable. The uncertainty which must be attributed to them can hardly be less than about 30 %.
The 3rd, 4th, and 5th columns of the table contain the values of Q, p, and /i for the ten metals, also taken from the Landolt-Bornstein tables. The uncertainty in these figures can be neglected in comparison with the uncertainty of the F ' s. The 6th column gives the values of which, according to equation (7), should be equal to unity, and the 7th column the values of the quantity Q p{l-2p)jF {Z-5p) which if the relation (14) is correct. In calculating the values of these two columns one must not forget to measure F and Qp, which have the same dimensions, in the same units; i.e. using the figures given in the table one 1 cal./cm.3 4*2 xlO 7 has to multiply by a factor 100kg /cm " = 9.8 x l oi " °'43' Looking at the figures in the 6th column of the table it is obvious th at formula (7) cannot be correct, as has been presumed in § 3. The values are spread over a rather large range and the average is 2*5 instead of 1. The figures in the 7th column, however, show the correctness of the rigorous equation (14) . The average of all the values is 1*056 and the mean deviation of the single values from the average is 0*275 or about 27 %. Thus the spread of the single values is not larger than is to be expected because of the uncertainty of the F 's. The mean error of the average value is 0*275/^/10 = 0*085; the deviation of the average from the theoretical value 1 is therefore within the experimental error.
Since the values of the /t's are all in the vicinity of §, one could suggest that a formula of the form F = with a constant A would be as suitable as the formula (14). I t can be shown, however, that this is not the case. Inserting the value | for p into (14), one gets A = In the 8th column of the table the values of Qp/4F are inserted. They have the average 1*16 which also is close to 1, but the spread of the single values is much greater than the spread of the values in the 7th column, and plotted against they show a strong and dis tinct dependence on ji, whereas the values of the 7th column show no dependence on fi. This fact strongly suggests th a t our consideration i correct and th a t equation (14) gives the real values of the tensile strength a t low temperatures for isotropic substances.
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